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AC Transit Board of Directors

Michael A. Hursh, General Manager

Regional Measure 3 Draft Plan

BRIEFING ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)

Consider receipt of an analysis of a potential Regional Measure 3 (RM3) and a draft project list
for AC Transit.

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

In 1988 regional voters passed RegionaIMeasure I(RMI), which created a uniform $1base toll
on the seven state-owned bay bridges(San Francisco-Oakland, San Mateo-Hayward, Dumbarton,
Carquinez, Richmond-San Rafael, Antioch, and Benicia-Martinez). The proceeds funded a capital
program that rehabilitated and replaced some existing bridges and roadways. The total capital-
only program was $2.33 billion, and allprojects have been completed. Current base tollrevenues
continue to pay off the debt issued forthe capitalprogram. ACTransit did not receive anyfunding
from RMI.

In 1998 a temporary(10-year)$1surcharge was added to the bridge tolls by the legislature to
increase funding for the Toll Bridge Seismic Retrofit Program. The surcharge was later extended
legislatively untilthe year 2037. Along with the seismic surcharge the legislature also created the
Bay Area TolIAuthority(BATA) as a sister agency to the Metropolitan Transportation Commission

IMTC) to administer the collection and distribution of bridge tolls on the seven bridges and
manage the seismic program along with the generalcapitaland operating needs of the bridges.

In November of 2004 voters in seven of the nine MTC counties (excluding Napa and Sonoma)
passed Regiona[ Measure 2(RM2) which added a $]. to]]to the seven state-owned bay bridges.
Senate Bl11916(Perata, 2004) authorized the tollmeasure and included the RegionaITraffic Relief
Plan that originally defined a $1.52 billion capital and a $39 million annual operating program
jwhich has increased to $48 million per year for FY 2016-20).

from the RM2 capital plan the District willultimately receive$83.3 million in RM2 capitalfunds.
The Rapid Bus, Uptown Transit Center, and East Bay Bus Rapid Transit Projects are all part of the
same "Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid Transit" project under RM2, and have a nexus to bridge
operations and efficiency. This is due to their work as major feeder corridors to the Bay Bridge
and other projects:

e Richmond Parkway Park & Ride($3.8 million)
8 Real-time Signage($1.2 million)
e Safe Routes to Transit Studies($294,7571
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e Rapid Bus ($].5.0 million)
e Uptown Transit Center($5.4 million)
e East Bay Bus Rapid Transit($57.6 million)

From the RM2 operating Plan, the District receives funding forthree kinds of service: Express Bus
ITransbay); Rapid Bus(IR/1/6); and Owl(800/801); and also receives funding for the Dumbarton
Express service as the manager of that service for the consortium. In FY 2016-17 the District
received $12,755,503 total RM2 operating funds, made up of $9,938,527 for Express Bus, Owl,
and Rapid service, and $2,816,976 for Dumbarton Express service. The $12.8 million is
approximately 32 percent of the total RM2 operating Assistance Program for the region. The
RM2 subsidies for AC Transit service offset approximately 47 percent to 69 percent of total
service cost depending on the specific line, and for Dumbarton Express the RM2 funds pay for
100 percent of service costs.

BATA most recently raised tolls on the bridges in 2010 by $2 to $5 (base toll), with various
discounts for FasTrak usage, non-peak travel, and carpooling. This increase went to further fund
the seismic retrofit program.

Regional Measure 3

MTC is starting work with the legislature to have a bill created that would propose RM3. While
a sponsor has not yet been identified, it is likely to be either Assemblyman Jim Frazier or Senator
Jim Beall. To be included on the primary or generalelection ballot in 2018, a billwillneed to be
passed in 2017. As shown in the attached MTC Commission Workshop handout, MTC is still
undecided on whether the new measure would be an increase of $1,$2, or$3 on top of existing
tolls. Since bridge tolls are a fee and not a tax, a simple majority of votes is required for the
passage of the measure. It has also not yet been determined which counties would vote on the
new measure, but it is possible that allnine MTC counties could be included.

The new measure will have a capital program, and staff has developed the following list of
potential projects and rough costs. Staff has also had informal discussions with other agencies
about shared priorities and projects. MTC staff has questioned whether an annual operating
program should be included in RM3 since it would reduce the capacity of the capitalprogram.
AC Transit staff feels very strongly that inclusion of an operating program is vitalto achieving the
congestion mitigation outcomes that MTC is aiming for. For AC Transit in particular, operating
subsidies will be needed to increase Transbay service. As an example, the District recently
received grant funds to operate additionalservice across the Bay Bridge as part of the MTC's Bay
Bridge Forward (BBF) program. The BBF funding covers approximately 81 percent of operating
costs of the service, with AC Transit providing the rest. The BBF funding only covers two years of
service, and staff discussions with MTC during the development of the BBF program identified

potential RM3 funding as a way to continue funding that added service. A list of proposed
operating program projects follows the capital program list.

Draft CapitalProiect Recommendations

/WTC Core Capac/ty Trans/t Study rCCTS) - This 18 month-long study looks at the regional transit
capacity into the San Francisco Core and anticipates capacity needs through 2040. Final
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recommendations from the Study should be available in March 2017, but the following
recommendations are likely.

e New buses (99) - approximately $94 million
The project assumes a pre-requisite of an additional 40 buses, of which only five are
funded for 2017(through the existing BBF program). The remaining 35 and an additional
recommended 50, plus a nine bus spare ratio will require regional funds. These will be
high-capacity Transbay buses; either double-deckers or an MCI equivalent bus.

e Additional Bus Facility -- approximately $].00 -$].20 mi]]ion
With the re-opening of Division 3 the District could absorb the pre-requisite 40 buses.
The additional 59 buses will require another yard space or an expansion of an existing
facility.

e Infrastructure - approximately $50-$200 million
The study will recommend a multi-faceted final package, which will include a variety of
small to large infrastructure improvements such as: Transit Signal Priority (TSP) on bridge
approaches; transit-only lanes; a new transit only tunnel access to the Bay Bridge; and a
contra-flow lane on the Bay Bridge

Dumbarton Carr/dor - The District is partner to the Facebook-funded Dumbarton Corridor Study.
The recommendations from the study should be released at least in draft form in early-to-mid
2017. The study is "thinking big" for improvements but it is too early to identify what the
recommended projects might be. Possibilities include Transit Signal Priority improvements on
feeder routes, bus-only lanes, or expanded park-and-ride facilities.

e Dumbarton Corridor Improvements To Be Determined

Br/dge /Venus Carr/Jars -- Improving bus travel on major corridors that provide access to one of
the bridges not only helps transbay traffic but also the local lines that travel on the same
corridors.

e West Grand Avenue Transit Only Lane - approximately $69 million
The BBF project will extend the Bus/HOV only lane the West Grand Avenue 1-80 to allow
buses to queue jump into the lane. This project would continue the transit only lane all
the way along West Grand and Grand Avenue to the Interstate 580 exit ramp at Lake Park
Avenue .

B San Pablo Rapid/BRT-- transbay service overlay ($ To Be Determined)
San Pablo parallels the major Bay Bridge feeder route Interstate 80. Some Transbay lines
travel on San Pablo, and with a BRT project that includes dedicated lanes or other
upgrades there could be improvements to Transbay service as well.

Res///eDGy ar?d B,4/?7'mutua/ a/d - BART will be undertaking significant upgrade and rehabilitation
projects overthe next decade or longer, and the District willbe heavily involved with replacement
or supplementary service
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e Bus Purchases for BART mutual aid, emergency service ($ To Be Determined)

Draft Operating Proiect Recommendations

Expanded Transbay service

e Core capacity expansion service - approximately $32 million per year
Operational costs for the 90 additional buses as identified in the CCTS required for
weekday peak service. In 2017, the Bay Bridge Transbay Comprehensive Operations
Analysis(COA) project willassume the bus expansion earmarked in the CCTS and create
a phased implementation plan of service changes and service expansion.

B Continued BBF Transbay Service - approximately $8.5 million per year
The fundingfrom the BBF program only covers two years of operations. This would secure
ongoing service.

B Late-night Transbay Service and Expansion
Ongoing funding for existing and future expanded late-night transbay service

Transbay Terminal

e Transbay Transit Center Operations and Maintenance ($ To Be Determined)
The Master Lessee for the terminalwillrun the operations and maintenance of the entire
building and willshare the associated costs with the tenants. As the District is the master
tenant (until rail service begins), these costs could be very high. TJPA should release a

preliminary budget in January/February 2017.

N ext Steps

Staff will return to the Board with a recommended set of projects and funding amounts that
incorporates Board feedback and details from the CCTS and Dumbarton Corridor studies once
they are available

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

There is no fiscal impact from this item as RM3 is still in the planning stages. The draft
recommended capital and operating projects could potentially receive funding and staff would
return to the Board for authorization of any specific future funding applications and agreements
required.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

There are no disadvantages to receiving this staff report

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

This RM3 plan is an initialone that is drafted based on severalassumptions. Other projects and
operationalneeds may arise prior to the deadline for submitting projects. In putting together
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the draft capital and operating plans staff considered many ideas. Below is a partial list of
"backup" ideas that staff believes have some merit:

e

e

e

e

e

e

8

e

e

8

Transbay technology - alldoor boarding, TSP on alltransbay buses
Other bridge nexus corridors: Telegraph, International/Bay Fair
New Richmond operating division(to replace D3) and/or Richmond BART
Oriented Development
Double-decker friendly streets program(tree trimming, utility relocations
Facilities seismic resiliency
ferry feeder bus service

Active traffic signalmanagement in East Bay core
Transbay park-and-ride lots

Interstate 80 (University, Cutting, Richmond Parkway) and Interstate 580
Grand/Lakeshore) in-line stations

fare discounts and/or pricing programs

Transit

(Fruitvale,

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

None

A'nACHMENTS

l MTC Commission Workshop Agenda Item 2 (December 8, 2016)

Approved by:

Reviewed by:

Prepared by:

Claudia L. Allen, Chief FinancialOfficer

Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Planning

Chris Andrichak, Manager, CapitalPlanning and Grants
Evelyn Ng, Senior CapitalPlanning and Grants Specialist
Linda Morris, Senior Transportation Planner
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TO: Commission DATE: December 8, 2016

FR: Executive Director

RE: Regional Measure 3

Included in the Commission's DuR Advocacy Program for 2017 is a recommendation that the
Commission sponsor legislation authorizing MTC to pIKe on the ballot a measure asking Bay
Area voters to approve a bridge toll increase to fund congestion relief projects for improved
mobility in the bridge corridors. This memo and the attachments include infomlation for your
discussion and po]icy direction as we seek to pass ]egis]ation in 20] 7 to mhieve this goal.

Attached to this memo are the following documents

A map showing the major investments included in Regiona] Measures ] and 2 -- RMI and
RM2 (Attachment A)
Key Policy Considerations (Attachment B)
Charts that include data on the county of origin of the toll payers, the relative size of the
toll collections at emh of the toll bridges and registered voter information (Attachment C)

Process

Unlike local sales tax measures where the Legislature has provided a general grant of authority
to a county to create an expenditure plan to be placed on the ballot, RMI and RM2 included an
expenditure plan whitten and adopted by the Legislature as part oats nomlal bill passage pmcess.
The toll program is also unique in that it is regional in nature and the tolls are pooled together to
fund projects throughout the budge system. The toll revenue provides a benefit to those paying
the fees (i.e. toll bridge users) or mitigates for the activity associated with the fees. As fees, toll
increases are subject to a simple mdority vote, rather than two-thirds. In the case of RMI and
RM2, and MTC's regional gas tax authorization statute, &e vote is tallied region-wide, rather
than county:by-county.

In 2003, when RM 2 was under consideration by the Legislature, then Senate Pro Tem Don
Perata created a special Select Committee that held a number of public hearings to solicit public
input on the expenditure plan. Concunently, MTC hosted a TechMcal Advisory Committee that
met monthly to provide interested paNiCs -- Hansit operators, CMA's and other stakeholders
an opportunity to propose projects and discuss the attributes of proposals as they emerged in an
open public forum.
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December 7, 2016

Page 2 of 2 SR 17.057
Attachment I

We expect a similar process to begin in earnest when 6e Legislature convenes in January 2017,
with a goad ofpassing a bi]] in 20] 7 so that a measure can be placed on the ballot in 20 1 8.

Workshop Focus

At your December workshop, staff hopes to solicit your guidance on the key policy
considerations and draft princip]es out]ined in Attac]unent B as we]] as any other related issues
of concem to the Commission. We would expect to return to the Legislation Committee at
regular intervals in 2017 to review filrther details about the Regional Measure 3 bill as it
develops, including specific projects proposed for potential funding.

SH:RR
Attaclunents

J:V=OMMITTl!\Commission\20 16 Commission Workshop\Commission Workshop Dmember 2016\2.RM3 W'orshop Manu.do x
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Regional Measure 3
Key Policy Considerations

Draft Principles for
Regional Measure 3
Bridge Nexus

Ensure all projects benefit toll payers
n the vicinity of the San Francisco
Bay Area's seven state-owned toll
bridges

649 ,--«

Regional Prosperity
Invest in projects that will sustain the
region's strong economy by enhanc
ing travel options and improving
mobility in bridge corridors

When should the vote take place?
We recommend either the primary or general election

in 2018. This will require the Legislature to pass the en

abling legislation no later than the end of August 2017.

Sustainability
Ensure all projects are consistent
with Plan Bay Area 2040's focused
growth and greenhouse gas reduction
strategy

How large of a toll hike should we seek?
A comparison of the revenue yield from a $1-$3 toll

surcharge as well as a comparison of toll rates on other

bridges are shown in the tables below. A multi-dollar toll

surcharge could be phased in over a period of years.

State of Good Repair
Invest in projects that help restore
bridges and transportation
nfrastructure in the bridge corridors

nll
Surcharge
Amount

$l

Annual
Revenue

$127 million

Capital Funding
Available

j25-year bond

$1 .7 billion

Demand Management
Utilize technology and pricing to
optimize roadway capacity

$254 million $3.3 billion

$381 million $5.0 billion

Freight
Improve the mobility, safety and
environmental impact of freight

Toll Rate Comparisons

Resiliency
nvest in resilient bridges and

approaches, including addressing
sea level rise

tResults from EZ-Pass discount rate

ZAverage rate. based on 24 trips
Continued on back page

Facility

BATA Bridges

Golden Gate Bridge
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Should a FasTrak® discount be authorized?
The Golden Gate Bridge district offers FasTrak

Discounts to incentivize more drivers to sign up for

FasTrak, since electronic toll collection significantly

speeds up traffic throughput on the bridge. RM 3 is

an opportunity to remove a statutory restriction that

currently prohibits BALA from offering simi]ar FagTrak

discounts. We recommend pursuing this change to

help reduce delays and associated emissions

8
E Xf

.''#

B t'

Which counties should vote on the toll
increase?

Regional Measure 1 (1988) and Regional Measure 2

12004) were placed on the ballot in only seven of the

nine Bay Area countiesl Napa and Sonoma were ex-

cluded. We propose that all nine counties be included

in Regional Measure 3.

Should trucks pay an additional toll?
The last toll hike approved by the Bay Area Toll

Authority (BALA) in 2010 included a substantia]

increase in the axle-based rate paid by commercial
vehicles and trucks. As a result, we recommend that

Regional Measure 3 be a flat surcharge added to all

vehicles crossing the seven state-owned bridges.Should toll revenue be used for operating
purposes?
If a portion of toll revenue is reserved for operating

funding (such as to subsidize transit service), the

capital funding shown in the table on the prior page

would be reduced. For example, for every 10% of total

revenue reserved for operating purposes under a $2

toll scenario, the capital yield from toll revenue bonds

would be reduced by approximately $300 million. Ac-
cordingly, we recommend restricting operating funding

to the smallest possible amount. If an operating pro-

gram is created, we recommend establishing perfor-

mance standards similar to those in Regional Measure

2 as a condition of funding eligibility.

What kind of projects should be
considered for funding?
Since bridge tolls are fees and not taxes, the use

of toll revenue should benefit the payers of the fee. In

other words, the projects funded by Regional Mea-

sure 3 should provide safety, mobility, access, or other

related benefits in the toll bridge corridors. Regional

Measure Ifunded primarily a smallset of bridge re-

placement and expansion projects. By contrast, Re-

gional Measure 2 funded a much larger set of both

bridge, highway, and transit projects in the bridge

corridors. Given the region's significant needs on all

modes, we expect that Regional Measure 3 will re-

semble its immediate predecessor in the breadth and

modal mix of projects.
Should congestion pricing be expanded?
The $6 peak/$4 off-peak weekday toll on the San

Francisco-Bay Bridge has successfully reduced

congestion on that span by encouraging some

commuters to change their time or mode of travel.

The $6/$4 differential toll also raises about the same

amount of revenue as would a flat $5 toll on that span.

To further reduce congestion, we suggest consider--

anon of a greater discount between the peak and off-

peak rate for the Bay Bridge in Regional Measure 3.

West G

Oakland Army B
Nava I Supply Ce

SECOND

REGIONAL MEASURE 3 KEY POLICY CONSIDERATIONS10 of 12
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Share of Bridge TolIRevenue by Bridge

H SF - Oakland Bay Bridge, 32%
2%

Benicia-Martinez, 16%

Carquinez, 17%

Dumbarton, 8%

Richmond-San Rafae], ].1%

San Mateo - Hayward, 14%

Antioch, 2%

Source: FY16 Toll Revenues Collected by Bridge, MTC Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, June 30, 2016

Share of TolIRevenue by County of Residence

Count

H Alameda, 31%

H Contra Costa, 18%

H Marin, 4%

Napa, 2%

H San Francisco, 10%

H San Mateo, 8%

H Santa Clara, 2%

H Solano, 14%

H Sonoma, 2%

H Out of Region, 9%

Source: 2015 MTC FasTrak Data - Average Typical Weekday Transactions by County of Billing Address
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Share of Voters by County

Count

E Alameda, 22%

Contra Costa, 15%

Marin, 4%

Napa, 2%

I San Francisco, 12%

I San Mateo, 10%

I Santa Clara, 22%

I Solano, 6%

I Sonoma, 7%

Source: 2016 California Secretary of State Report of Registration(registered voters by county as of l0/24/2016)
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